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We study the exchange coupling mediated by itinerant carriers with spin-orbit interaction by both analytic
and numeric approaches. The mediated exchange coupling is noncollinear and its spatial trends depend on the
Fermi-surface topology of the itinerant carriers. Taking Rashba interaction as an example, the exchange cou-
pling is similar to the conventional Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida type in weak coupling. On the other hand,
in the strong coupling, the spiral interaction dominates. In addition, inclusion of finite spin relaxation always
makes the noncollinear spiral exchange interaction dominant. Potential applications of our findings are ex-
plained and discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The central theme of spintronics is to manipulate the extra
spin degrees of freedom in condensed-matter systems.1–7
One of the proposals is to manipulate the spin polarization of
electrons by the spin-orbit SO interaction2,8 such as the
Rashba interaction from the structural inversion asymmetry
at a surface or interface in semiconductors.9 To make these
proposals feasible in spintronics, it is important to achieve a
flexible tuning of the interaction strength. So far, many sur-
prising works have demonstrated how to enhance the
strength of the Rashba interaction either in a semiconductor
or in some metal spin-splitting surface states. For instance,
by doping Bi into GaAs, it was shown that the spin-splitting
gap is significantly enhanced in the alloy GaAs1−xBix,10,11
which opens up an alternative approach to enhance the
Rashba coupling in semiconductors. Furthermore, it was
shown recently that the surface states of Bi/Ag show a giant
Rashba-type spin splitting due to the surface-potential
barrier.12 In addition, it was also demonstrated that by doping
Pb into Bi/Ag, the Fermi energy of the surface states is
tunable.13 These exciting discoveries open up the possibili-
ties to manipulate the Rashba coupling over a wide range of
interaction strengths. Therefore, it is important and exciting
to explore the related physics properties in both weak and
strong regimes where the Fermi-surface FS topologies are
different.
Note that the Rashba interaction in a two-dimensional
electron gas gives rise to two different FS topologies that
may play a significant role in dictating the response func-
tions. The classical Dyakonov-Perel DP mechanism14 of
spin relaxation due to Rashba coupling shows different sig-
natures when the FS topology changes. In weak coupling, the
DP relaxation mechanism leads to exponential decay.14 But,
in strong coupling or equivalently, the low-density regime,
the DP relaxation mechanism changes into a peculiar power
law.15 Furthermore, in strong coupling, the cancellation of
the spin-Hall conductivity for spin-conserving momentum
scattering16,17 is not related to the vanishing of the vertex
function, as happened in the weak regime. Instead, the can-
cellation is between the on-Fermi-surface and off-Fermi-
surface contributions.18 Another example is the disorder-
induced localization due to the Rashba coupling.19 For a two-
dimensional electron gas with strong Rashba coupling, it
behaves effectively as an one-dimensional system,20 which
results in infinite bound states even for a short-range
potential.19,21 The topological change in the FS also plays an
interesting role in superconductivity.22 It was shown that the
critical temperature of the superconductor can be tuned by
the Rashba coupling, suggesting materials with stronger
Rashba coupling are good candidates for enhanced
superconductivity.22 Finally, in our previous work,23 we dem-
onstrated that the exchange coupling mediated by itinerant
carriers with Rashba coupling is strongly tied up with the FS
topology. We showed numerically that the noncollinear ex-
change coupling reveals two spatial trends depending on the
FS topologies—one is the RKKY-type oscillatory behavior
and the other is the spiral.
Here we extend our previous work23 by a complementary
analytic approach within the path-integral formalism. This
method is particularly powerful in describing the asymptotic
behavior of the mediated exchange coupling and provides a
comprehensive understanding of the general trends. In the
weak Rashba regime, the exchange coupling consists of the
RKKY oscillations at shorter length scale and a spiral
background.24 On the other hand, the RKKY interaction is
suppressed when entering the strong-coupling regime. It is
rather nice that the analytic results agree with previous nu-
merics. We also use a phenomenological approach to inves-
tigate the effect of the finite spin relaxation in the itinerant
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carriers. Since the finite relaxation rate breaks the time-
reversal symmetry, it leads to the suppression of the RKKY
interaction. Thus, the noncollinear spiral interaction stands
out and becomes dominant.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,
we revisit the ferromagnetic/normal/ferromagnetic F/N/F
trilayer junction mediated by a two-dimensional electron gas
with Rashba interaction. The band structure and the Fermi-
surface topologies at different carrier concentrations are ex-
plained in detail. In Sec. III, we derive the mediated ex-
change coupling within linear-response theory. After
integrating out the angular part, the resultant formula can be
implemented in numerics to calculate the effective exchange
coupling. In Sec. IV, we use a complimentary analytic ap-
proach to derive the effective exchange coupling. In Sec. V,
the effects of finite spin relaxation are discussed in both
weak and strong Rashba regimes followed by a brief conclu-
sion.
II. LINEAR RESPONSE THEORY
Consider a ferromagnetic/normal/ferromagnetic trilayer
magnetic junction TMJ as shown in Fig. 1, where the in-
termediate layer contains a two-dimensional electron gas
2DEG with the Rashba coupling. The 2DEG in the inter-
mediate layer is described by the Hamiltonian9
HR = d2r†− 22m 1 − iRyx − xy , 1
where R is the strength of the Rashba interaction and m is
the effective mass of the itinerant carriers. The two-
component spinors † and  are the creation/annihilation
operators for the itinerant carriers. After integrating out the
itinerant carriers,23,25–27 the exchange coupling between the
ferromagnetic layers is described by an effective Heisenberg
Hamiltonian, Heff=ijJijSL
i SR
j
. Within the linear-response
theory,28,29 the mediated exchange coupling Jij is propor-
tional to the static spin susceptibility tensor,23,25–27
ijr, = g0 + g2 cos 2 g2 sin 2 g1 cos g2 sin 2 g0 − g2 cos 2 g1 sin 
− g1 cos  − g1 sin  h0
 .
2
It is rather remarkable that the symmetry arguments make
the angular dependence explicit and reduce the numerical
task down to evaluation of four real scalar functions, g0r,
g1r, g2r, and h0r. After integrating out the angular parts,
the first three functions can be casted into the following in-
tegral forms:
gar = d2k12  d
2k2
2 12
Ia
12 fk11 − fk22
k22 − k11 − i	
 ,
3
where the dispersion for the particle with momentum k and
chirality =
1 is k= k−kR2 / 2m−ER. Here we intro-
duce the Rashba momentum kR=mR and the Rashba en-
ergy ER=kR
2 /2m. The oscillatory kernels after integrating
out the angular parts in the integral are
I0
12 = J0k1rJ0k2r , 4
I1
12 = − 1J1k1rJ0k2r − 2J0k1rJ1k2r , 5
I2
12 = − 12J1k1rJ1k2r , 6
where Jnx is denoted the Bessel function of the first kind.
For the Rashba Hamiltonian, its simpleness gives rise to an
extra relation h0r=g0r+g2r beyond the symmetry argu-
ment. As a result, we only need to evaluate three independent
scalar functions.
Supposing the ferromagnet on the left of the trilayer mag-
netic junction is aligned along the z axis, we are interested in
the mediated exchange coupling proportional to izr ,=0,
where r is the width of intermediate layer. The induced mo-
ment is captured by the spiral angle shown in Fig. 1, which
can be expressed in terms of xz and zz,
cos	xr
 =
xzr,0
xz2 r,0 + zz2 r,0
, 7
sin	xr
 =
zzr,0
xz2 r,0 + zz2 r,0
. 8
Therefore, by evaluating gar numerically, we can study the
spatial trends of the spiral angle xr.
In our numerical computations, we will change the pa-
rameter kR /kF, where kR=mR and kF=2mF to calculate
the mediated exchange coupling in different regimes. For
ballistic carriers, 	→0 is assumed in all calculations. For
realistic materials or in the weak Rashba regime, we choose
the spin splitting R=2kFR=5 meV and the Fermi energy
F=60 meV. Or equivalently, it corresponds to the Rashba
coupling R=8.9110−12 eV m and the carrier density n2D
=1.251012 cm−2.
The results are shown in Fig. 2. In the weak Rashba re-
gime kR /kF1, the spatial trends of the angle xr oscil-
lates near the vicinity of 
 /2 and is very similar to the
ordinary RKKY interaction. The main difference is that, in
the presence of the spin-orbit coupling, there is an upward
background. The oscillatory behavior is characterized by
LF2 /2kF as in ordinary RKKY oscillations. It is impor-
tant to emphasize that the spatial trend is drastically different
from the spin-precession argument in Datta-Das spin field-
FIG. 1. Color online Noncollinear exchange coupling medi-
ated by itinerant carriers with Rashba interaction and finite spin
relaxation. The hard magnet on the left is pined while the direction
of the soft magnet on the right is determined by the effective ex-
change coupling.
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effect transistor SFET Ref. 8 because the quantum inter-
ferences from different patches of the Fermi surface cannot
be ignored.
The RKKY oscillation with an upward trend can be un-
derstood in a simple picture. Taking the asymptotic limit
kFr1, the reduced spin susceptibility along the radial di-
rection abr, where a ,b=x ,z, can be well approximated as
one-dimensional 1D Rashba system. Applying a local
gauge transformation,24,30 Ur=e−ikRr
y/2
, the Rashba Hamil-
tonian can be mapped into the 1D free-electron gas with the
well-known RKKY spin susceptibility. Since the local gauge
transformation is nothing but the local rotation about the y
axis with the spiral angle r=kRr, the reduced susceptibil-
ity is approximately the usual RKKY oscillation twisted by a
local spiral transformation,
abr  cos kRr − sin kRr
sin kRr cos kRr

ac
cb
RKKYr , 9
where the summation over the repeated index c=x ,z is im-
plied. The gauge argument explains why our numerical re-
sults resemble the RKKY oscillation but with a gradual spiral
background.
By increasing the strength of Rashba coupling or lowering
the electron density, we enter the strong-coupling regime
kR /kF1. In this regime, the angle xr ceases to oscillate
and rotates gradually with the junction width as shown in
Fig. 3. At first glance, the spiral evolution is similar to the
spin-precession argument in Datta-Das SFET. But, it is not
exactly so. The semiclassical spin precession is described by
the length scale Ls=2 / 2kR. But, as Fig. 3 shows, the spi-
raling length in our numerics is Ls
+
=2 / 2kR+2kFLs.
Only in the extreme strong coupling where kF /kR1, the
semiclassical picture will be completely correct.
It is important to mention that the momentum 2kR+2kF
connects patches of the outer Fermi surface which are related
by time-reversal symmetry. The period of the spiral angle
indicates that the exchange coupling mainly contributes by
the interference of the time-reversal section of outside chiral-
ity. Since the mediated exchange coupling is spiral-like,
many phenomena, in this regime, related to the RKKY ex-
change coupling should be reconsidered. For example, a tun-
able nonlocal spin control in a coupled quantum-dot system
via a gate voltage has been beautifully demonstrated in the
two-dimensional 2D electron-gas system of
semiconductor.31–33 The authors showed that the Kondo ef-
fect is suppressed by a nonlocal RKKY-like interaction
which can be used to control the quantum-dot spin. If the
mediated exchange coupling is no longer RKKY-like, it is
interesting to see how the noncollinear coupling will reshape
the idea.
III. PATH-INTEGRAL FORMALISM
In this section, we derive the effective exchange coupling
analytically. Taking the asymptotic limit, the spatial trends of
the noncollinear exchange coupling become rather clear.
Within the path-integral formalism, the effective coupling is
obtained by integrating out the itinerant carriers and retain-
ing the action to the quadratic order. After some algebra de-
tails can be found in the Appendix, the effective Hamil-
tonian can be written as a contour integral,24,34,35
Heff =
− J2
4 
−

d Imtr	 · S1
GR, + i	 · S2G− R, + i	
 , 10
where  is the chemical potential, R=R1−R2, 	 represents
an infinitesimal imaginary energy, and tr means a trace over
the spin degrees of freedom. In 2D Rashba system, the re-
tarded Green’s function in momentum space takes the form
Gk; + i0+ =  + i0+ −  k22m + Rkkˆ  zˆ · −1.
11
Fourier transforming it back to the coordinate space,24,35 the
retarded Green’s function along the x direction is
GR; + i0+ = G0R;1 + G1R;y , 12
with G0 and G1 defined as
0 1 2 3 4
0
R/L
F
φ
x
π/2
π
−π/2
−π
FIG. 2. Color online The noncollinear angle x in the weak
Reshba regime with kR /kF=0.021, 	→0, and LF is defined as kF .
The green dotted line is represented the upward tendency resulted
from the Rashba effect. Notice that the lumps at discontinuous
points are come from numerical error.
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FIG. 3. Color online The noncollinear angle x in the dilute
density regime with kR /kF=3.5 and 	→0. The period of the spiral
angle is Ls
+
= / kR+kF.
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G0R; = − i
m
4 1 + kRq H01	q + kRR + i0+

+ 1 − kRq H01	q − kRR + i0+
 , 13
G1R; =
m
4 1 + kRq H11	q + kRR + i0+

− 1 − kRq H11	q − kRR + i0+
 , 14
where R= R and qk2+kR2 with k2=2m. Hn1 is the Han-
kel function of the first kind, defined as Hn
1z=Jnz
+ iYnz with Jn and Yn being the Bessel functions of the first
kind and second kind. Notice that the Bessel or Hankel func-
tions have a branch cut along the negative real axis and the
infinitesimal i0+ is important in the spiral regime. We substi-
tute the retarded Green’s function into Eq. 10 and obtain
the effective Hamiltonian along the x axis,
Heff = AS1 · S2 + BS1  S2y + CS1yS2y , 15
where coefficients A, B, and C are
AR =
− J2
2 

d Im	G0
2 + G1
2
 , 16
BR =
J2
2
−

d2 Re	G0G1
 , 17
CR =
J2
2
−

d2 Re	G1
2
 . 18
The hard magnet is aligned along the z axis, S =S1z zˆ, so that
we can rewrite the effective Hamiltonian as Heff=AS1zS2z
+BS1
zS2
x
. The function AR represents the collinear exchange
coupling and BR for the noncollinear part. By computing
these two functions, the spiral angle can be determined.
Let us start with the weak Rashba coupling. In this re-
gime, we have qkR, and by ignoring the slight contribution
of k0, Green’s functions can be simplified to be
G0  −
im
4
	H0
1qR + kRR + H0
1qR − kRR
 , 19
G1 
m
4
	H1
1qR + kRR − H1
1qR − kRR
 . 20
With the asymptotic form of the Hankel functions,
Hn
1x  2
x
expix−n/2−/4, 21
we end up with
G0  − i
m
2qRe
iqR−/4 coskRR , 22
G1 
m
2qR
eiqR−/4 sinkRR . 23
The effective Hamiltonian is thus greatly simplified in the
asymptotic limit,
HeffRKKY  F1R	cos2kRRS1zS2z + sin2kRRS1zS2x
 , 24
where the range function24
F1R = −
J2m
82
sin2qFR
R2
. 25
Note that the range function is identically the same as the
usual two-dimensional RKKY range function,36 except that
kF is replaced by qF=2mF+kR2 . Therefore, as clearly dem-
onstrated in Eq. 24, the mediated exchange coupling is
similar to the usual RKKY with a noncollinear spiral back-
ground as obtained numerically in Fig. 2.
Now we turn to the strong-coupling regime. In this re-
gime, because q−kRR0, we need to be cautious about the
analytic properties of the Hankel function Hn
1z. On the
complex plane, Hn
1z has a branch cut on the negative real
axis. Thus, we need to pay extra attention to the i0+ factor.
Note that the Hankel function of the first kind along the
negative real axis can be connected to the Hankel function of
the second kind,
Hn
1− x + i0+ = − 1n+1Hn
2x + i0+ , 26
with the definition Hn
2z=Jnz− iYnz. By this connection,
we can rewrite Eqs. 13 and 14 as
G0  −
im
4
kR
q
	H0
1qR + kRR + H0
2kRR − qR
 , 27
G1 
m
4
kR
q
	H1
1qR + kRR − H1
2kRR − qR
 . 28
In the asymptotic limit, the second kind of Hankel functions
is
Hn
2x  2
x
e−ix−n/2−/4. 29
Simple algebra leads to the following results:
G0  − i
m
2kRR
 kRq eiqR coskRR − 4  , 30
G1 
m
2kRR
 kRq eiqR sinkRR − 4  . 31
Finally, the effective Hamiltonian takes the form
Heffspiral  F2Rcos2kRR − 2 S1zS2z + sin2kRR − 2 S1zS2x ,
32
with the range function
F2R =
J2m
42
kR
R 0
qF
dq
sin2qR
q
33
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=J2m
42
kR
R
Si2qFR , 34
where Six=0
x sin t
t dt is the sine integral function and is posi-
tive for x0. In the asymptotic limit, Six reaches the con-
stant value  /2 with minor oscillations. Thus, the spatial
trend of the mediated exchange coupling is dominated by the
spiraling part with minor oscillations. This is drastically dif-
ferent from the results in the weak Rashba regime. Again,
our analytic results agree with those shown in Fig. 3 obtained
by numerical methods.
The same calculation can be done for the critical case
between the weak- and the strong-coupling regimes where
one of the Fermi surface disappears. For comparison, the
numerical results are shown in Fig. 4. It is clear that the trend
belongs to the spiral type. However, pay special attention to
the length scale of the spiral. In the strong-coupling regime,
the spiral length is roughly Ls
+
. Right at the critical point
kR=kF, the spiral period is  / 2kR=Ls /2, which follows
the rule in the strong-coupling regime. This factor of 2 can
be understood as the more general formula for the length
scale Ls
+
= / kR+kF in the strong-coupling limit and at the
critical point. The analytic calculations can be done by sub-
stituting q=kF=kR into Eqs. 13 and 14. The asymptotic
forms of Green’s functions near the Fermi surface are
G0 = G1  − i
m
2kRR
ei2kRR−/4, 35
and the effective Hamiltonian is
Heffc  	cos4kRRS1zS2z + sin4kRRS1zS2x
 , 36
with the spiral period 2 /4kR=Ls /2, as we mentioned
above.
IV. FINITE SPIN RELAXATION
So far, we have revealed the interesting transitions be-
tween weak, strong, and critical regimes assuming the medi-
ating carriers are perfectly ballistic. In realistic materials, the
spin-relaxation rate is finite due to many mechanisms. Thus,
it is interesting to study how the spatial trends of the medi-
ated exchange coupling change when the carriers are no
longer perfectly ballistic. To fully address this issue, one
needs to rederive the effective exchange coupling using a
modified single-particle propagator. While this is certainly an
interesting direction for future studies, we peek into the
problem by introducing a phenomenological spin relaxation
ration within the linear-response theory. It is motivated by
the observation that the inclusion of finite spin relaxation
breaks time-reversal symmetry and shall suppress the RKKY
interaction. Therefore, we expect the noncollinear spiral in-
teraction should be enhanced and becomes dominant.
For convenience, we introduce the parameter k	=2m	.
In Fig. 5, we choose the parameters k	 /kF=1 and kR /kF
=0.02, and we can see that the RKKY pattern is indeed sup-
pressed significantly due to the finite relaxation rate. Further-
more, as we move closer to the critical regime but still in the
RKKY regime with kR /kF=0.2, even a moderate spin relax-
ation k	 /kF=0.5 will almost wash out the signature of
RKKY oscillations and the spiral trend becomes rather ro-
bust, as shown in Fig. 6. Therefore, it seems that the finite
spin relaxation will suppress the RKKY oscillation and en-
hance the spiral interaction.
In conclusions, we apply both analytic and numeric meth-
ods to study the exchange coupling mediated by the itinerant
carriers with Rashba interaction. We demonstrate that the
Fermi-surface topology greatly alters the property of medi-
ated exchange coupling in 2D Rashba gas system. When the
Rashba energy is much smaller than the Fermi energy, the
mediated exchange coupling is almost the RKKY oscillation
plus a slight upward trend. On the other hand, if the Rashba
energy is larger than the Fermi energy, the mediated ex-
change coupling shows a spiral pattern. Apparently, the
Fermi-surface topology plays a crucial part about the medi-
ated exchange coupling. We suggest that, in the quantum-dot
systems31–33 with dilute carrier densities, the spiral-like ex-
change coupling should be considered instead of the usual
RKKY interaction.
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APPENDIX: DERIVATIONS FOR EFFECTIVE
HAMILTONIAN
Within the path-integral approach, we investigate the ef-
fective coupling between two ferromagnets S1 and S2 medi-
ated by itinerant carriers, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Consider the
Zener model, but only included two impurity spin, the
Hamiltonian can be represented as
H = H0 + HI, A1
where
H0 = dDr dDr

†rh0r,rr , A2
HI = dDr 
I=1,2
†rJS Ir · 2r . A3
Here we ignore the correction effects of the itinerant carriers
and represent the unperturbed Hamiltonian H0 as two fermi-
onic operators.  is a two-component spinor for the itinerant
carriers and S Ir=S Ir−RI denotes the impurity spin at
the position RI in the D dimension, and J represents the
coupling between the itinerant and the localized spin densi-
ties.
In order to write down the partition function in path-
integral form, we introduce the Grassmann variables  and ¯
for the itinerant carriers37 and the coherent state for
the impurity spins,38 which is denoted as S ˆ =Sˆ ˆ ,
where spin orientation is denoted here by ˆ
= sin  cos  , sin  sin  , cos  and the length of impurity
spin vector by S. In path-integral language, the partition
function is represented as
Z = D	 1, 2
 D	¯ ,
exp− 
0

dL 1, 2;¯ , ,
A4
where the integral denotes the summation of infinite time
section. The Lagrangian can be written as
L = dDr 
I=1,2
ˆ Iˆ I + ¯ r,r,
+ H 1, 2;¯ , , A5
where the first and second terms are the dynamics of the
impurity spins and itinerant fermions, respectively. Integrate
out the itinerant carrier and arrive at an effective description
for localized spin,
Z = D	 1, 2
e−Seff 1, 2, A6
with the effective action
Seff = 
0

d dDr 
I=1,2
ˆ Iˆ I − ln	det G−1
 . A7
Here we use the notation
G−1 1, 2 = G0−1 + G−1 1, 2 , A8
G−1 1, 2 =
J
2
 1 + 2 ·  , A9
G0−1 = 1 − h0. A10
By utilizing the relation, ln	det M
=tr	ln M
, the second
term of the effective action can be expanded,
ln	det G−1
 = tr	lnG0−1 + G−1

= tr	ln G0−1
 + tr	ln1 + G0G−1

= tr	ln G0−1
 − tr
n=1
 1
n
− G0G−1n. A11
The zeroth order term does not contain any spin operators
and can be neglected when computing the effective spin-spin
interaction. The first-order term is linear in the spin operator
and vanishes since the itinerant carriers consider here are not
polarized,
tr	G0G−1
 =
J
2 d dDrG0r,;r, + 0+
 
I=1,2
tr · Ir, = 0, A12
where +0+ is for the creation operator.
The second-order term contains two spin operators and is
relevant for the effective exchange coupling,
0 50 100
0
φ
x
R(nm)
−π/2
−π
π/2
π
FIG. 6. Color online Suppression of RKKY oscillations in the
presence of spin relaxation with closer to the phase transition with
kR /kF=0.2 and k	 /kF=0.5.
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Seff 
1
2
tr	G0G−1G0G−1

=
J2
4 0

d
0

d tr	 · 1
G0R1,;R2,
 	 · 2
G0R2,;R1, . A13
By truncating the expansion to second order, the effective
action for the two impurity spins is Seff
=0
ddDrI=1,2ˆ Iˆ I+Seff . The first term of this effec-
tive action, known as Berry phase, describes the dynamics of
the impurity spins. Here we assume that the dynamics of the
itinerant spins is much faster so that we can ignore the retar-
dation effect between two impurity spins. In other words, we
take the stationary limit of the impurity spins  I=S I and
ignore the Berry-phase term.
Now we would like to write down the effective action in
the Fourier space of the imaginary time,28
G0 −  =
1


ikn
e−ikn−G0ikn , A14
where the summation is over all Matsubara frequencies kn
=
2n+1
 for fermions. Making use of the identity
1


0

deikm−kn = mn, A15
the effective action after Fourier transformation is
Seff =
J2
4 ikn
tr	 · S1
G0R1,R2;ikn	 · S2
G0R2,R1;ikn .
A16
Notice that by neglecting the retardation effect, the poles of
Green’s function, G0z, only show up on the real axis. This
property let Eq. A16 to be rewritten in a retarded Green’s
function form.
First, we can demonstrate the stationary RKKY effect be-
tween two impurity spins mediated by free fermions from
Eq. A16. By Fourier transforming Eq. A16 to the mo-
mentum space and fixing the direction of one impurity spin
to the z axis, we have tr	 ·S1
z zˆ ·S2
=2S1
zS2
z
, and thus the
equation can be rewritten as
Seff = 
0

dHeff, A17
with Heff=JR12S1
zS2
z and
JR12 =
J2
2  d
Dq
2D d
Dk
2D
eiq·R12

1


ikn
G0k + q;iknG0k;ikn . A18
Here we use the translation invariant property of free carriers
and assume no spin polarization of this system. The summa-
tion of Matsubara frequencies for fermions can be computed
and represented as the particle-hole propagation. After some
calculation, we end up with
JR12 =
J2
2  d
Dq
2D
eiq·R12q , A19
where the particle-hole propagation is denoted as
q = dDk2D nFk+q − nFkk − k+q + i	 , A20
where k is the eigenenergy of free fermions and nFk is
the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. As shown as Eq.
A19, we obtain the mediated RKKY exchange coupling
strength between two impurity spins.
Next, we will replace the imaginary Green’s functions in
Eq. A16 by the retarded ones. The connection between
these two types of Green’s functions can be seen in the com-
plex plane.28 The kernel of Eq. A16 in the complex plane,
fz = tr	 · S1
G0R1,R2;z	 · S2
G0R2,R1;z ,
A21
has poles on the real axis. If we consider a contour integral,
I = 
C
dz
2i
fznFzez0
+
, A22
where the contour path is shown in the Fig. 7, it includes two
parts, the upper and lower of the complex plane. The contour
integral can be rewritten as
I = Res
z=ikn
	fznFzez0
+

 = −
1


ikn
fikn . A23
Here the Fermi-Dirac distribution is represent as nFz
= ez+1−1 and has poles at z= i2n+1 /, n= . . . ,
−1 ,0 ,1 , . . ., where the residues at these poles are
R
Im[z]
Re[z]
FIG. 7. Color online Contours in the complex plane. The black
points denote the Matsubara frequencies z= i 2n+1 for fermions.
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Res
z=ikn
	nFz
 = lim
z→ikn
z − ikn
ez + 1
= −
1

. A24
Because in the R→ limit, the factor nFzez0
+
approaches
zero whether Rez0 or not, the contour integral can be
simplified to two line integrals very close to the real axis,
I = lim
	→0+

−+i	
+i	 dz
2i
nFzfz + 
−i	
−−i	 dz
2i
nFzfz ,
A25
= lim
	→0+

−
 d
2i
nF	f + i	 − f − i	
 . A26
Combining Eqs. A23 and A26, we obtain the useful iden-
tity,

ikn
fikn = − 
0

d
−
 d
2i
nF	f + i	 − f − i	
 ,
A27
where the first term of the right-hand side is represented by
the retarded Green’s function and the second term is denoted
the advanced Green’s function. By using the identity,
tr	ABCD
 = tr	B†A†D†C†
 = tr	A†D†C†B†
 , A28
and the relation between advanced and retarded Green’s
function, 	G0R2 ,R1 ;+ i	
=G0R1 ,R2 ;− i	, we can
obtain the second term as complex conjugate of the first.
After reshaping the effective action, we end up with the ef-
fective Hamiltonian of Eq. A17,
Heff =
− J2
4 
−

dnFImtr	 · S1G0R1,R2; + i	
 · S2G0R2,R1; + i	
 . A29
At T=0, the Fermi function is a step function. We can simply
replace nF by 1 and change the upper limit of the integral
to the chemical potential . Furthermore, if the unperturbed
system is translational invariant, the effective Hamiltonian is
just the function of the relative distance and we denote R12
=R1−R2. In the end, the modified effective Hamiltonian
comes to be Eq. 10.
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